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Total Marks: 40     Total time: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Solutions 

Ans.1.  
 
1)  The car salesman was flabbergasted because Dell was a young 17-year old boy and 

he was not only buying a BMW car worth $18,000 but also paying for it in cash. 
2)  Dell collected the information of newlyweds. He entered this information into his 

personal computer and then sent a personalised letter offering each couple a free two-
week subscription. 

3)  As per the writer, ‘customised’ computers refer to computers tailor-made to the needs 
of the potential buyers. Customised computers, simply put, were IBM computers 
modified by Dell as per the requirements of the potential consumers. 

4)  To a great extent, I agree with the advice given by Dell’s father. There was no way of 
knowing at that time whether Dell will become successful or not, in his computer 
business. If he were to be unsuccessful, an educational qualification would’ve helped 
to earn a living. 

5) (i) It was unheard in the history of Mumbai. 
 (ii) No other prospects were as good as the newlyweds. 
 (iii) People were using low cost machines. 
6)  Answer: ‘with a vengeance’. 
 
Ans. 2. 
1)  The mother went to her daughter’s room to apologise for the way she had behaved 

that day. 
2)  The daughter accepted the apology very gracefully, saying that the mother’s anger did 

not matter, and she loved her anyway. 
3)  The daughter was sensitive, loving and forgiving. She did not keep her mother’s 

harshness in the mind and said sweetly that she had picked the flowers because they 
were pretty like her mother. She accepted her mother’s apology very gracefully and 
even reassured her mother saying that she loved her. 

 
Ans. 3. 
1)  Answer: ‘who overwhelm the refrigerator and position colourful umbrellas near the 

garden that longs for a pool’. 
2)  The virtues refer to the qualities or the good things / habits whereas the vices mean 

the negativity or the bad things / habits. 
3)  The executioners are manufacturers and the bosses of the suburban middle-class 

people. They are called executioners probable because they treat the workers 
mercilessly and kill their dreams and joys. 
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Q. 4. Letter writing. 
Date: ___________ 

To 
The Manager, 
Savvy Salon, 
Khar, Mumbai – 53. 
 
Subject: Job application for ‘Hair stylist’. 
 
Sir/Madam, 
 
With respect to the the above subject, I, the undersigned, hereby apply for the job of 
‘Hair stylist’ in your esteemed Salon. 
 
I started my career in the field of hair styling 4 years ago, when I was 20 years old. I’m 
24 years old as of now. So, I have been working in the field of hair styling since the last 
4 years. I possess a ‘Diploma in Hair Styling’ along with H. S. C. I have won several 
certificates to my credentials. 
 
In view of the aforementioned, I eagerly await a reply in the affirmative. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
Sd/- 
(Shanaya Bhavnani) 
 

 
Ans. 5. (A) 
1)  Why did you select such an unusual field as your career? 
2)  Did you face any opposition from your family? 
3) What challenges did you face? 
4)  Are there any formal acting courses to learn the basics of becoming a clown? 
5)  Who is your inspiration? 
6)  Which countries have you travelled to? 
7)  It is said that, to make someone laugh, is one of the toughest things. What do you 

think? 
8)  What message do you want to give to budding clowns / standup comedians, etc? 
 
Ans. 5. (B) 

Good morning everyone. It is indeed a pleasure to address you all and I thank my 
teachers for giving me this opportunity. It is often said that ‘Failures are stepping 
stones to success’. I may not completely agree with that. I’d rather mention that 
‘Failure and success are like the two sides of a coin’. With your Class X exam 
approaching, remember that you have to give your best. At the end of the day, what 
matters the most is the efforts that you put in. Sometimes, you may not score as 
desired but remember that, it is more important to score in life than in exams. Because 
real education is what remains after you are done with your academics formally. So, 
give it your best. Best of luck. 

 


